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Luis Buñuel: Le Journal d’une Femme de Chambre (1964); Belle de Jour (1967); 

Voie lactée (1969); Tristana (1970); Le charme discret de la bourgeoisie (1972); Le 

Fantôme de la Liberté (1974); Cet obscur objet du désir (1977) 

 

 
 

A world such as ours, in which someone like George Bush gets to be the most powerful man, 

and his kid brother Jeb looks in line to take over, needs no tweaking to make it look surreal; 

there are small surreal touches all around us all the time. Reality is deeply unlikely – put it on 

screen, and it would be condemned as an improbable fiction. Buñuel just selects and arranges 

things wittily to enhance this fact. 

 He uses no special effects, no wild cuts, no dissolves, nothing out-of-the-way at all (there 

are a couple of horizontal wipes in Le Fantôme de la Liberté). It’s all done with editing 

which, in its simplicity and factualness, only emphasises the mundane monstrosity of things. 

 There are distinctions to be made between one Buñuel and another. The Diary of a 

Chambermaid inhabits the real world, as opposed to one tiny sliver of it, which is all Belle de 

Jour covers. Chambermaid has the added advantage of a heroine whose reactions are normal 

and with whom we can identify; added to which the thirties period setting doesn’t make for 

off-putting sixties make-up, and those outfits (odd for a decade in which sex was 

“discovered”) that made women look like plastic dolls. Jeanne Moreau’s character is in 

control (unlike Deneuve’s in Belle de Jour, who’s controlled, either by others or by her own 

subconscious) and we see the freaks and fascists by whom she’s surrounded from her 

viewpoint. All she has to do is lower her eyes in disdain, and pull the corners of her mouth 

down a small fraction – and we know how to feel (in case we didn’t already). In Belle de Jour 

the photography looks cheap: here the black-and white filming (by Roger Fellous) gives the 

sort of depth and perspective you get in La Regle du Jeu. 
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 Belle de Jour isn’t elegant and detached, it’s bland and uncommitted. There are no edges 

to it, no shades, nothing to disturb or latch on to. The lighting and camerawork (Sacha Vierny: 

later he shot lots of Peter Greenaway films) are flat and featureless, the women’s make-up is 

off-putting in its immaculacy, Catherine Deneuve’s beauty is so artificial, and the acting so 

controlled, that there’s never a moment when you’re drawn in. Perhaps in the late sixties, 

given its subject, it seemed cool to keep the audience so distant, but in 2015 you wonder what 

the fuss is / was about. Deneuve is just as icy and understated in the real sequences as she is in 

the fantasy sequences (whichever is which), and the idea that this is a woman who gets turned 

on by being roughed up is laughable – she never gets turned on by anything, and neither does 

Buñuel, and neither do we. 

 

 
 

 La Voie Lactée is quite different from the first two, and harks back in its anti-Catholicism 

to L’Age D’Or: it’s a factual, effects-free depiction of total inconsequentiality. Two literate 

tramps walk south, in the manner of Didi and Gogo, although there’s a greater age 

discrepancy, and both seem equally alert in their heads. But where Didi and Gogo are 

voyaging nowhere, these two think they’re going across the border to the shrine of Sant’Iago 

at Compostella. Wherever they try to rest and / or eat, the police move them on. En route, 

they encounter, or pass near, a wide variety of follies from all epochs of Christianity – 

including the build-up to the miracle of the water and wine (Jesus is portrayed as a light-

hearted person, who grins a lot), but not the miracle itself. They see a priest (or is he?) throw 

coffee into the face of a sceptical police captain. They almost witness an Albigensian sex-

orgy. They see (at the “Institution Lamartine”) little girls pronouncing choric anathemas 

against theological positions they’re far too young to understand. During the pageant, the 

younger tramp fantasises about the Pope being executed by Spanish Civil War guerrillas. Two 

men, a Jansenist and an orthodox Catholic, fight an inconclusive duel outside a church, within 

which a nun is allowing herself to be crucified. 
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 The tramps never get to Sant’Iago’s shrine (in Buñuel, no social ritual must ever play 

through to its conclusion). Instead, they’re seduced by Delphine Seyrig, who assures them 

that no-one’s been there since the shrine was exposed as having in it the headless body of a 

famous heretic. They rush off into the bushes to get her pregnant. Two hitherto unknown 

blind tramps … don’t get to the shrine either, but meet Jesus (who grins as he tells Satan to 

get behind him), and he cures their blindness. They follow him, and his disciples, until they 

all come to a shallow ditch, which one tramp is able to cross, but the other, we gather, isn’t … 

 The movie is a game. Christianity is somewhere else, untouched by its satire. If you want 

to find Jesus in the movies, wind forward to Karl Malden’s improvised sermon over the dead 

body in the ship’s hold in On the Waterfront. Nothing in La Voie Lactée alters its impact. In 

fact, one of the corniest lines from On the Waterfront – “He don’t need a doctor: he needs a 

priest” – occurs in Le charme discret de la bourgeoisie. It is, translated, STEPHANE AUDRUN: 

“Mais c’est un médecin qu’il lui faudrait.” – MUNI: “Il ne le veut pas. Il dit que ce n’est plus 

la peine. C’est un prêtre qu’il lui faut”. 

 Tristana brings Buñuel back to Spain and back to the three-dimensional world he 

inhabited in Chambermaid. Only occasional shots of Fernando Rey’s severed head swinging 

as the clapper of a church bell appear surreal – but it always turns out that someone is 

dreaming them. The film opens with a football match in which all the young, male players are 

completely silent. Not until one trips up another and they lose their temper in sign language 

do we realise we’re on the playing-field of a school for deaf-mutes. 
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 Catherine Deneuve, dubbed into Spanish, brown-haired, in pigtails at first, and made up 

to look not made up, is much sexier (and thinner) as the initially innocent heroine of this film 

than as the depraved heroine of Belle de Jour. Much livelier, too, as fits the part: sexual 

weirdoes are often dull company, and Tristana is sexually normal – she prefers Franco Nero 

to Fernando Rey (though she does seem to enjoy putting his slippers on for him). The 

uncertain giggle she emits on first being kissed by Rey is perfect. Rey is her lecherous uncle / 

guardian. He professes left-wing views, wears a wrap over his turned-up moustache in bed, 

darkens his beard with dye, and tells her “I’m your husband and your father, as it suits me!” 

He’s made up to look like Don Quixote crossed with the Devil. Buñuel does his seduction of 

Deneuve wittily. They go through the bedroom door, and shut it – we think that’s all – but 

then the camera tracks along a wall to another door, through which we seen Deneuve 

undressing. We think we’re in for a good time, but there’s a dog on the bed, and Rey puts it 

out through the second door, which he also closes – straight into the camera. We, the 

audience, are getting the same treatment as the dog. 

 In fact, Rey’s character is an alter ego for Buñuel (just as the old gentleman in Diary of a 

Chambermaid shares Buñuel’s unhealthy fascination for ladies’ footwear – see second 

illustration above). He’s obsessed by the distance between Christian theory and Christian 

practise. “I know Christ was the first socialist,” he roars, “but I’m not having a priest in my 

house!” 

 

 
 

 As the tale moves on, and Deneuve grows up and loses both Franco Nero and a leg (a 

detail which delighted Alfred Hitchcock), she develops the character with skill – even her 

head appears longer. Her voice strengthens, her face fills out, and she grows bitter. Rey, too, 

changes – he begins to stoop, he ceases dyeing his beard, his voice grows more feeble, he 

wears his beret indoors, he improves morally. But everything goes wrong. When he was 
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middle-aged and randy, she fancied him. Now he’s old and virtuous, she hates him. Which 

can’t be right, but is the case. 

 

 
 

 The sound of her crutch stumping along the floor as he suffers a heart-attack is one last 

touch where the real and the surreal overlap. 

 With Le charme discret de la bourgeoisie we enter Buñuel’s last phase – the phase in 

which all characters are extraordinarily polite all the time even as everything goes wrong. No-

one loses a leg, no-one gets sexual satisfaction from being roughed up, no little girls are 

murdered by psychotic gardeners. The restaurant manager who explains that the fact that the 

owner’s lying dead in an adjacent room won’t prevent his guests from having an excellent 

dinner, does so with self-effacing good manners. When Fernando Rey takes an air-rifle from a 

cabinet and shoots a clockwork bunny rabbit from the pavement in front of his embassy, we 

accept his assurance that he knows exactly what he’s doing. When the bishop (who’s just 

applied for the job of Jean-Pierre Cassel’s gardener), points out that there’s a blade of grass in 

Cassel’s hair, it’s such an amusing and convincing detail that we suspend our worries about 

why the bishop wants the job in the first place. As the film unreels we stop asking the big 

questions, because we know (or are at least fairly certain) that what we’ve seen is just a dream 

– even a dream by one character being dreamt by another. Still, when the bishop first gives 

extreme unction to the man who killed his (the bishop’s) parents, and then shoots him, it 

comes as a bit of a shock – even though we had thought that was what he might do. 

 Dreams are by now reality. We believe that the young student was tortured with an 

electrified piano, and that Fernando Rey, the South American ambassador, is a drug smuggler 

– even though both things are told us via dreams. 

 

 
 

 Le fantôme de la liberté is a mite unsatisfactory in such company. Closer to La Voie 

lactée in being a series of unrelated sketches, it lacks the thin plot-thread which makes La 

Voie cohere (just). Having said that, the long scene in which the aunt and nephew get closer 

and closer to committing incest in the hotel room is gripping – though Michel Lonsdale’s 

need, in the other, related hotel room scene, to have his buttocks publically whipped by his 
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dominatrix, is over too quickly, and is sordid, because emotionless, in comparison with the 

incest scene. Most famous is the “shitting around the dinner table” sequence (in fact an 

illustration of the police lecture into which it’s cut), which is compromised by Buñuel’s too-

bourgeois refusal to allow his artistes to remove their undies as they squat, and the notable 

absence of any refined urinating or defecating going on. I’m afraid Monty Python was to do 

this kind of thing with greater boldness. 

 

 
 

 However, the episode of the rooftop sniper condemned to death is shocking, both in the 

way the crime is portrayed (his victims can’t hear the shots) and in the way it ends – he’s 

condemned to death, and at once walks free into a group of autograph hunters. But the 

business of the little girl whom everyone asserts to be lost even though she’s there with them 

in the room is flat and witless – added to which Buñuel has no idea how to terminate it. It may 

be upsetting enough to compare Buñuel with Monty Python; but the movie Fantôme reminds 

me of most in its desperate episodic quality is the cynical and exploitative Love Actually. It 

looks as if Buñuel – like Richard Curtis – had had lots of ideas which he knew he’d never 

develop in their own individual films, and so threw them all into one. 

 With the discovery by Fernando Rey’s valet, near the start of Cet obscur objet du désir, 

that Rey’s young lady has left the house (a) with a nosebleed (b) with no shoes (c) with no 

knickers, and (d) that the knickers she’s left behind are wet, we know what to look for. 

Notice, when the dwarf psychology professor enters the railway carriage, how the young girl 

offers to lift him on to his seat. Notice how everyone in the carriage knows everyone else. So 

that when Carole Bouquet turns up to catch the train, and Rey empties a bucket of water from 

the train toilet over her head, we’re surprised but not shocked – Buñuel has already created a 

world in which that’s just the kind of thing that would happen, and it’s our world. 

 

 
 

 The film features a rare example of Buñuel using something other than a straight cut to 

get from one shot to another. After Conchita (the Spanish, not the French Conchita, Angela 

Molina, not Carole Bouquet) has humiliated Fernando Rey for what we hope will be but sort 

of suspect won’t be the last time, we have a close-up of him which goes out of focus … and 

then we’re in the next scene. We see by this – I infer – that his independent personality is by 

now destroyed by her constant tormenting, and that he now has no will except what her will 
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allows him. He has lost whatever psychological manhood he had when they met, and as for 

his physical manhood … she’ll never give him a chance to prove it. The theory is confirmed 

when we find that, despite the fact that she (played now by Angela Molina) empties a bucket 

of water over him, they leave the station together, and the cycle of reconciliation – rejection – 

reconciliation is about to start all over again. 

 It’s all reminiscent of Dietrich and Jannings in The Blue Angel, except that, as Rey’s 

profession is carefully kept under wraps, he has a lot less public face to lose than does 

Jannings. Helped by this fact, Rey has more dignity throughout than does Jannings in the 

earlier film, and (though this may be blasphemy) Molina / Bouquet together are a lot more 

desirable even than Dietrich, so we see how Rey might feel about them / her. 

 All through the film we hear about terrorist groups attacking here and there, and realise, 

incidentally, that with al Quaeda three decades off in the future, things were no safer then 

than they are now. But what the terrorists want remains a mystery. The political background – 

in which I’m sure Buñuel was very interested – is never tied in with the action. Perhaps 

Conchita was a terrorist in some rejected early version of the script. But the strange thing is 

that, for a Buñuel movie with a convincing political subtext, you have to go back to Diary of 

a Chambermaid, made in the sixties and set in the thirties. 


